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MOTIVATION
Can we model global context more efficient ?

▪ Our goal is to create a new transformer model which can accurately model both local and global information without imposing 
computational constrains.

▪ We propose Global Context (GC) Vision Transformers which models both long and short-range spatial interactions, without the need for 
expensive operations such as computing attention masks or shifting local windows.

▪ Every GC ViT stage is composed of alternating local and global self-attention modules to extract spatial features. Both operate in 
local windows like Swin Transformer.



METHODOLOGY
Global Token Generator

▪ We propose to generate global query tokens that encompass information across the entire input feature maps for interaction with 
local key and value features.



METHODOLOGY
Global Attention

▪ Local self-attention can only query patches within a local window, whereas with global attention can query image globally while still 
operating in the window



METHODOLOGY
Downsampling

▪ We borrow an idea of spatial feature contraction from CNN models that imposes locality bias and cross channel communication while 
reducing dimensions.

▪ We use a modified Fused-MBConv block, followed by a max pooling layer with a kernel size of 3 and stride of 2 as a downsampling 
operator according to:



EXPERIMENTS
ImageNet-1K Classifcation

▪ Our model achieves new SOTA benchmarks for accuracy vs number of parameters/FLOPs tradeoff.



EXPERIMENTS
MS COCO Detection/Instance Segmentation

▪ Models with GC ViT backbones archive strong performance for object detection and instance segmentation on MS COCO dataset.



EXPERIMENTS
Interpretability

▪ The associated feature maps uncovered by the global self-attention modules align with image semantics.



CONCLUSION

▪ In this work, we introduced a novel hierarchical ViT, referred to as GC ViT, which can efficiently capture global context by utilizing 
global query tokens and interact with local regions.

▪ We achieve new SOTA benchmarks for image classification across various model sizes on ImageNet-1K dataset,and surpasses both CNN 
and ViT-based counterparts by a significant margin.

▪ We have also achieved SOTA or competitive performance for downstream tasks of obect detection and instance segmentation on high-
resolution images using MS COCO datasets.

▪ Code and pre-trained models are available:

https://github.com/NVlabs/GCVit

https://github.com/NVlabs/GCVit
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